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A statistical database (SDB) is a database that is used to provide simple summary statistics 
about populations stored in the database and that supports statistical data analysis. When 
SDB users infer protected information in the SDB from responses to queries, we say that the 
SDB is compromised. The security problem of SDB is to allow simple summary statistics 
about protected information in the SDB while preventing compromise. 
In this paper, we consider the SDB security problem in the context of the Data Abstraction 
(D-A) model, and investigate the effectiveness of rounding SUM and COUNT query respon- 
ses for preventing compromise due to structural, dynamic and pre-knowledge inferences in the 
generalization hierarchy of the D-A model. We first round only SUM query responses, permit 
updates in a single population, and investigate the effect of users’ a priori knowledge of a 
single protected value. It is shown that compromise is possible, and a necessary and sufficient 
condition for compromise is given. We then round both SUM and COUNT query responses, 
and introduce techniques of choosing rounding bases for populations in tree-organized 
hierarchies that either eliminate or restrict structural and dynamic inferences. Finally, we 
propose the range response technique which eliminates structural and dynamic inferences in 
general generalization hierarchies. RL 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Statistical databases (SDB) are used to provide simple summary statistics (e.g., 
SUM, COUNT, MAX, MEDIAN, etc.) about populations stored in the database. 
SDBs in areas such as manufacturing, census taking, medical research or political 
planning usually contain highly confidential and private data to be protected from 
SDB users. When SDB users infer protected information in the SDB from query 
responses and from their a priori knowledge about information in the SDB, we say 
* This research is supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant MCS-8306616. Parts 
of the preliminary versions of this paper have appeared in 114, 161. 
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that the SDB is compromised. The security problem of SDBs is to allow simple 
summary statistics about protected information in the SDB while preventing 
compromise [ 81. 
Until recently, the SDB security problem has been investigated in the context of 
a very simple model of data, namely, entities (records) and protected/unprotected 
attributes. In recent years, two different SDB data models have been proposed and 
used to investigate the SDB security problem. The first data model, proposed by 
Denning, Schlorer and Wehrle [18] and generalized by Denning [9], is the lattice 
model of summary data. The lattice model is important because, for a given 
aggregate function and a set of attributes, it represents the total aggregate informa- 
tion in a precise and nonredundant manner. The other approach is to use a highly 
semantic data model as the data model of SDBs [S, 6, 151. The use of semantic 
models in SDBs have been proposed not only for improving the security of SDBs, 
but also for reasons such as increasing semantic richness and supporting the SDB 
users’ data analysis process [ 13, 15, 17, 211. Previously, we have proposed a varia- 
tion of the Data-Abstraction (D-A) Model [19] as a data model for SDBs [S]. 
Fig. 1 shows the data model of an airline company database using the D-A model, 
where, in each plane, there is a hierarchical decomposition of one entity (object) 
type into several entity types. For example, FLIGHT is decomposed into 
D-FLIGHT (domestic flight) and I-FLIGHT (international flight). The set of 
decompositions in a single plane is called a generalization hierarchy (also known as 
IS-A hierarchy in artificial intelligence). In Fig. 1, there are three generalization 
hierarchies (i.e., those with roots FLIGHT, EMPLOYEE and FLY), and each is a 
tree. A node in a generalization hierarchy may be also decomposed into several 
clusters according to some category attributes. For example, PILOT is decomposed 
into two clusters using two category attributes, i.e., year-of-experience and flying- 
area, where P-UNDER-5, P-5-10, P-10-15 and P-OVER-15 denote pilots with 
experience under 5 years, from 5 to 10 years, from 10 to 15 years, and over 15 years 
respectively, and D-PILOT, I-PILOT denote pilots flying domestic flights and 
international flights respectively. Each node in a generalization hierarchy forms a 
population about which simple summary statistics can be requested. 
FIGURE 1. An Airline Company Database Using the D-A Model 
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In Chin and Ozsoyoglu [S], we have modified the D-A model for security 
purposes, and introduced various classes of security constraints to reduce the 
possibility of compromise due to inferences. We have defined three types of 
inferences: 
(a) structural inferences due to the hierarchical structure of the data model, 
(b) dynamic inferences due to updates in the SDB, 
(c) pre-knowledge inferences due to the relationships and facts that are 
perhaps not maintained in the SDB, but known to users (i.e., inferences due to the 
“a priori knowledge” of users). 
Among the proposed SDB security techniques, rounding and its variations are 
investigated by several researchers [2, 3, 11, 14, 181. In rounding, the response of 
an SDB query is rounded up or down to the closest multiple of an integer rounding 
base. Rounding is commonly used since it is simple and easy to use, and provides 
a degree of protection. In this paper we consider SUM and COUNT queries, 
and investigate the effectiveness of rounding for preventing compromise due to 
structural, dynamic and pre-knowledge inferences in the generalization hierarchy of 
the D-A model. We give an example. ’ 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider only PILOT and its decomposition into P-UNDER-5, 
P-5-10, P-10-15 and P-OVER-15 in Fig. 1. The SDB allows sum-salary information 
about populations and protects individual salaries (always in thousands of dollars) 
by rounding sum-salaries using the rounding base b = 5 (in thousands of dollars). 
Assume that there is only one pilot with experience under 5 years and that total 
sums of salaries for P-UNDER-5, P-5-10, P-10-15 and P-OVER-l 5 are, respec- 
tively, 57, 132, 267 and 122 (in thousands of dollars). Therefore users, when 
requesting about sum-salaries, get the responses that sum-salaries of PILOT, 
P-UNDER-5, P-5-10, P-10-15, and P-OVER-15 are 
(a) 580, 55, 130, 265, and 120 respectively, and 
(b) in the range [578,582], [53,57], [128, 1321, [263,267] and [118, 1221 
respectively. 
We summarize the above information: 
PILOT 
-: 580 
Range for Sum-Salary: [578,582] 
P-UNDER-5 P-5-10 P-10-15 P-OVER- 15 
Sum-Salary: 57 132 267 122 
Rounded 
Response: 55 130 265 120 
Range for 
Sum-Salary: [53, 573 [128, 1321 [263,267] [118, 1221 
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Notice that the sum A of the maximum value of the ranges for P-UNDER-5 
P-5-10, P-10-15 and P-OVER-15 (i.e., 57+ 132+267+ 122) must be greater than 
or equal to the minimum value B for the range of PILOT (i.e., 578). Since A = B 
we conclude that the sum-salary of P-UNDER-5, P-5-10, P-10-1 5, and P-OVER-l 5 
are exactly 57, 132, 267 and 122 respectively and that the pilot with experience 
under 5 years makes $57K annually. 
Example 1 illustrates that the effects of rounding (i.e., the introduction of uncer- 
tainty ranges to query responses) may be reduced or even removed in a generaliza- 
tion hierarchy due to structural inferences. 
In Section 2, we introduce the SDB model, and define rounding. Section 3 dis- 
cusses updates in a single population, and investigates the effect of users’ a priori 
knowledge of a single protected value in a single population (i.e., a restricted form 
of pre-knowledge inferences). We show that, when only SUM query responses are 
protected by rounding and COUNT query responses are not, compromise is 
possible, and derive a necessary and sufficient condition for compromise. We there- 
fore change our attention to protecting both SUM and COUNT query responses 
by rounding. In Section 4, we introduce techniques of choosing rounding bases for 
populations in tree-organized hierarchies. Section 4.1 defines the type of structural 
inferences that reduce uncertainty ranges (i.e., range reductions). A two-level tree 
hierarchy is a generalization hierarchy with a single entity type and its single 
decomposition into other entities. For example, I-FLIGHT, ASIA, EUROPE, and 
AMERICA in Fig. 1 form a two-level tree hierarchy. Section 4.2.1 analyzes the 
choice of rounding bases for populations in a two-level tree hierarchy, and gives 
two necessary conditions for compromise. Section 4.2.2 describes a necessary and 
sufficient condition for eliminating structural inferences (i.e., range reductions) in a 
two-level tree hierarchy. In Section 4.3, we propose a way of choosig rounding 
bases that allows structural inferences, but guarantees a minimum range size for 
each population. The size of a range is the difference between the maximum value 
and the minimum value in the range. Section 5 discusses inferences in arbitrary (i.e., 
directed acyclic graph) generalization hierarchies. In Section 6, we define yet 
another type of structural inferences, called iterative range reductions, and discuss 
why it is necessary to round COUNT responses to eliminate these reductions. In 
Section 7, we propose the range response technique to overcome the range reduc- 
tion problems. Section 8 concludes. 
2. THE SDB MODEL 
The D-A model has two types of abstractions. Aggregation (naming rela- 
tionships) is an abstraction which turns a relationship between objects into an 
aggregate object. Generalization (naming classes) is an abstraction which turns a 
class of objects into a generic object. Generalization is basically the “IS-A” rela- 
tionship between objects. All objects (individual, aggregate, generic) are given 
uniform treatment in the D-A model. The model of the real world contains a set of 
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generalization hierarchies intersecting with a set of aggregation hierarchies. Figure 1 
contains a part of an airline company database with three generalization hierarchies 
whose root objects are FLY, FLIGHT, and EMPLOYEE. The relationship 
“PILOT FLY FLIGHT” forms an aggregation hierarchy with the aggregate object 
FLY. The schema of an SDB consists of a description of populations (abstract 
objects) in the conceptual model, statistical information related to each population, 
and security contstraints. The details of the implementation can be seen in [S]. 
The SDB provides statistical information about populations of individuals. Each 
abstract object in the D-A model forms a population of individual objects ri’s (or 
simply, individuals). Smallest nondecomposable group of individuals corresponding 
to an abstract object is called an atomic population (A-population). In Figure 1, 
P-UNDER-5, D-PILOT, and I-PILOT etc. are A-populations. Any population in 
the conceptual model of an SDB is required to consist of mutually exclusive 
A-populations, hence ensuring the indivisibility of A-population. For example, the 
population PILOT consists of mutually exclusive A-populations P-UNDER-5 
P-5-10, P-10-15, and P-OVER-15 (or using another cluster, D-PILOT and 
I-PILOT). 
We assume that each individual ri in the SDB has a number of category attribute 
values and, for notational simplicity, one protected attribute value, ui. Each 
individual is in some A-population (possibly in several populations if we have 
several clusters). Statistical queries about population P are SUM(P), the sum of the 
protected attribute values of individuals in P, and COUNT(P), the number of 
individuals in P. 
In this paper we make the following assumptions about the SDB. 
(a) SUM queries are allowed for protected attribute values of populations. 
(b) COUNT queries (i.e., the number of individuals) are allowed for popula- 
tions. 
(c) An update operation making an individual to move from one population 
to another or to change its protected attribute value can be replaced by a pair of 
insertion and deletion operations. Therefore we only consider insertions and 
deletions, and refer to them as updates. 
(d) If individuals are deleted and re-inserted into the SDB, they have 
independent protected values. For instance, if a student’s scholarship is deleted 
and later re-inserted, it is reasonable to assume that new and old scholarships are 
independent. 
(e) Users know the structure of the data model and how the updates are 
processed by the SDB. 
(f) An update in an A-population waits for another update to occur in the 
same A-population (i.e., updates are processed in pairs). 
Consider a value w which is rounded using an odd positive integer b (i.e., the 
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rounding base). Let x = w - Lw/h]* b. Then the rounded responses s of w is defined 
as 
if x=0 
if x<L(b- 1)/2J 
if x>L(b- 1)/2J 
Given s and b, users conclude that wE[S-(b-1)/2,s+(b-1)/2]E 
[MZN(w),MAX(w)]. We call [MZN(w),MAX(w)] the range of w, and 
MAX(w) - MIN(w) the range size of w. 
3. PRE-KNOWLEDGE INFERENCES IN A SINGLE POPULATION 
In this section, we consider the pre-knowledge inferences of the updated 
individuals within a single (perhaps, atomic) population. Theorem 3.1 below is from 
Chin and Ozsoyoglu [4]. 
THEOREM 3.1. Consider a population P with k individuals where k is even. If 
updates in P are processed in pairs and users do not have any pre-knowledge of 
protected attribute values then compromise does not occur. 
We define the update sequence of a population as the sequence of individual ri 
pairs to be inserted or deleted from the population. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider population P and the sequence of updates ri,, r;, r;, rf?, 
r;l, 4, ri, ri in P, where superscripts i and d denote insertion and deletion respec- 
tively. Then the update sequence for P is a sequence of two-tuples 
(rl, r1), (r;, ra), (r?, r:), (rt, ri,) 
Querying P (about SUM and COUNT information) just before and after each two- 
tuple update in the update sequence, users can obtain the equations 
v,+v*=c*, v1+v‘j=c2, v~--vg=c, 
where c,‘s are constants. Theorem 3.1 guarantees that the above set of equations do 
not lead to a unique solution for any v,. 
If no additional protection measure is used, the knowledge of the protected value 
of one updated individual in a population accompanied with the querying of the 
population before and after each tuple in the update sequence is processed leads to 
the compromise of other updated protected values. When the database system 
returns rounded SUM query responses about the protected values in P and non- 
perturbed COUNT query responses for P, compromise is still possible. Note that 
if the information that updates are processed in pairs is given to users (i.e., assump- 
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tion (e)) then COUNT information is not needed for compromise. This section is 
concerned with the characterization of the compromise of the updated individuals 
when only SUM query responses are rounded. We utilize a graph, called the update 
graph whose vertices are the protected attribute values of the individuals in the 
update sequence. More formally, an update graph G = (V, E) is an edge labeled 
graph where 
V = { vj 1 ri appears in the update sequence} 
E = ((vi, vk : i) 1 (rj, rk) is an insertion-insertion tuple in the update sequence) 
u {(v,, vk: d) 1 (rj, rk) is a deletion-deletion tuple in the update sequence} 
u { (vj, vk: m) 1 (rj, rk) is a deletion-insertion or an 
insertion-deletion tuple in the update sequence) 
EXAMPLE 3. If the update sequence for a population is as follows: (rf , r;), 
(ri,, ri), (r;‘, ri), (rz, r:), (ri, r:), (ri, rff), then the update graph G for this update 
sequence is: 
i d i 
“I “3 0.5 
m m m 
The following two lemmas define the structure of the update graph. 
LEMMA 3.1. Each connected component of the update graph is either a simple 
cycle or a simple chain. 
Proof: Since each individual is inserted at most once and deleted at most once, 
the degree of any vertex in G is at most two. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.2. A cycle in the update graph is a closed path formed by the concatena- 
tion of the path i, m*, d, m* one or more times, where m* denotes zero or more 
occurrences of m type edges. 
Proof: Let uj be any vertex in the cycle. By Lemma 3.1, vi is incident with 
exactly two edges, say (us, vj) and (vi, v,). There are two cases: 
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Case 1: (u,, u,) is an i or m type edge which corresponds to the insertion of rj. 
Since an individual can not be inserted more than once, (u,, u,) must be an m or 
d type edge corresponding to the deletion of r,. 
Case 2: (u,, vi) is an m or d type edge which corresponds to the deletion of rj. 
Similar to Case 1, (uj, u,) must be an i or m type edge corresponding to the 
insertion of u,. 
Since u, is any vertex in the cycle, the arguments above are applicable to every 
vertex in the cycle. The lemma follows by considering each vertex in the cycle as uj 
repetitively. Q.E.D. 
It is reasonable to assume that populations in the SDB contain several 
individuals, and a number of those individuals are from the time the SDB is created 
(i.e., static individuals that are not inserted or deleted). If the number of individuals 
in a population becomes low, it is common [S] to suppress responses to statistical 
queries for that population since there may be a compromise involving static 
individuals. Thus, in this section, although we allow the existence of static 
individuals in a population, we do not consider compromise involving static 
individuals, and assume that users’ knowledge derivable from statistical queries are 
only in the form of range for vi+ vi or ui- vi where (ui, ui) is an edge of the update 
graph. 
We now give an example illustrating the deduction of ranges for pairs of 
protected values in the update sequence. 
EXAMPLE 4. Consider Example 2. Let b = 5, u, , u2 = 4, u3, uq = 1, and initially 
SUM(P) = 21. Insertion of r,, r2 yields 
ui + u2 E [6, 141 
Later, deletion of rl , rz yields 
Intersecting the two ranges, we have 
uI + U*E [MZN(u, + u,), MAX(u, + uz)] = [6,9] 
Consider the edge (u,, u,) in the update graph. Let [MZN(x), MAX(x)], for 
x = ui + uj or x = vi - vi, be the range obtained by quering the SDB just before and 
after processing the tuple in the update sequence corresponding to (vi, ul). If 
MAX(x) = x, then the edge (ui, u,) is said to have a tight upper bound and is called 
a U-edge. If MZN(x) =x, then the edge (vi, u,) is said to have a tight lower bound 
and is called an L-edge. At times, we specify L or U as labels to represent properties 
of edges. We say that a protected attribute value vi has a tight bound if 
MAX(u,) = ui or MZN(u,) = ui. 
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If a protected attribute value vi is known then, using the bound for the edge 
(vi, uj), range [MZN(u,), MAX( for uj can be obtained. Having tight bounds is 
required for the edges that are utilized in the update graph in order to compromise 
the SDB with single additional protected attribute knowledge. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let (vi, v,) be an edge in the update graph and ui be known. 
(i) If (vi, uj) is an i-, d-, or m-labeled edge with ui deleted then a tight upper 
(lower) bound for vj can be found from the range for (ui, v,) zff (vi, v,) has a tight 
upper (lower) bound. 
(ii) If (vi, vi) is an m-labeled edge with vi inserted then a tight upper (lower) 
bound for vj can be found from the range for (u,, v,) tff (vi, u,) has a tight lower 
(upper) bound. 
Proof: Straightforward and omitted. 
Given a U- or an L-edge (vi, v,), a tight bound for vi is sufficient in some cases 
to find a tight bound for uj. We give an example. 
EXAMPLE 5. Consider the update graph below. 
Suppose the range obtained for (ui, u2) is (v, + u2) E [16,24-J where the tight bound 
is underlined, i.e., u, + u2 = 24. Suppose the range known for v, is vi E [S, lo]. Then 
16 - 10 < v2 < 24 - 5, i.e., the range for u2 is u2 E [6, 193. Thus if vi has a tight lower 
bound (i.e., u1 = 5) then the range obtained for u2 from U, d type edge (v, , uz) also 
has a tight upper bound (i.e., u2 = 19). However, vi with a tight upper bound (i.e., 
vi = 10) does not imply v2 has a tight bound (i.e., u2 is not necessarily 6 or 19). 
Below are the cases where a tight bound can be obtained for vj using a U- or 
L-edge (v,, uj) and a tight bound for vi. The notations UE L-3, *] and VE [*, I*] 
denote a tight lower bound and a tight upper bound for vertex v respectively. 
(Cl) (vi, uj) is an i- or d-edge. 
(a) vi7 uj and ui E [?, *] implies vi E [ *, I*] 
(b) ulL v, and vi E [ *, ?] implies uj E [?, *] 
(C2) (vi, vj) is an m-edge with vi deleted. 
(a) vi7 vi and vi E [ *, i] implies vi E [ *, Z] 
(b) vi7 uj and U,E [Z, *] implies vj~ [1”, *] 
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(C3) (vi, u.i) is an m-edge with ui inserted. 
(a) vi7 uj and U,E [Z, *] implies vie [Z, *] 
(b) uiL ui and vi E [ *, I*] implies uj E [ *, Z] 
LEMMA 3.4. Let (vi, uj) be a U or L type (not both) edge and the range for ui has 
one tight bound. Then Cl, C2, and C3 are the only cases to obtain a tight boundfor 
u, using the bounds for (ui, u,) and vi. 
Proof: Straightforward and omitted. 
In Theorem 3.2, we characterize the conditions to compromise the SDB due to 
the knowledge of a single protected value. Let us first state a useful lemma. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let vi, vj be two vertices in the update graph and vi is known. vi is 
compromised if 
(1) v, and vj are in the same cycle C, and 
(2) all d edges in C are L (U) type edges and all other edges in C are U (L) 
type edges. 
Proof: Suppose (1) and (2) are satisfied. Let (vi, uk) and (v,, vi) be the edges 
incident with vi. We will show that v, can be disclosed when (ui, vk) is a (U, i)-edge. 
Other cases for (vi, vk) are similar and omitted. 
Consider first that uk and v, are the same vertex, i.e., the cycle C contains only 
two edges. In this case, one of the two edges must be a d-edge and the other must 
be an i-edge. Since (vi, vk) is a (U, i)-edge, then the other must be an (L, d)- 
edge. Clearly the knowledge of vi value will cause the disclosure of uk (or 
equivalently, v,). 
Now, consider the case where vk and v, are different vertices. Since (1) is 
satisfied, there is a path from vi to v, through vk without using the edge (vi, v,). 
Since vi is known and (ui, uk) is of (U, i) type, a tight upper bound is obtained for 
ok by Lemma 3.3. Let vi = v,; v,, . . . . v2 be a path of zero or more m-edges; (v,, v3) 
be a d-edge; and v3, . . . . vq be the next zero or more m-edges (see Figure 2). Note 
that vi = v2 and/or v3 = uq are possible. Since (2) is satisfied, all m-edges are U and 
all d-edges are L. From repetitive applications of rule C2-(a) to each vertex in the 
path v,, . . . . v2, a tight upper bound is obtained for v2. By rule Cl-(b), a tight lower 
bound for u3 is obtained; and from repetitive applications of C3-(a), a tight lower 
bound for vq is obtained. Using similar arguments and from Lemma 3.2, it follows 
that by traversing the path vi to v, through uk, a tight lower (upper) bound can be 
obtained for u, if (vi, v,) is an m (d) edge. On the other hand, by Lemma 3.3, the 
edge (vi, v,) and the known value of vi give a tight upper (lower) bound for v,. 
Thus, u, is disclosed. From repetitive applications of the above arguments to v, and 
other vertices on the path from ui to vi through v,, it follows that any u, in C can 
be disclosed. Q.E.D. 
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(a) (vi. v,) is an m-edge 
(b) (II,, II,) is a d-edge 
FIGURE 2. Illustration of Lemma 3.5 
Lemma 3.5 shows that, given a cycle in the update graph with all d-edges of type 
U (L) and other edges of type L (U), the knowledge of one protected attribute 
value ui is sufficient to compromise all the other attribute values that are vertices 
on the cycle. However, the conditions (1) and (2) are not necessary for a com- 
promise because a cycle that does not satisfy condition (2) in the update graph can 
be transformed into a smaller cycle that does satisfy condition (2), as illustrated in 
the example below. 
EXAMPLE 6. Let (ur , u2) and (u2, u3) be i- and d-edges in cycle C, respectively, 
such that there is no tuple processed in the update sequence after u2 is inserted and 
before u2 is deleted. Let sr, s2 and s3 be the rounded responses to the SUM query 
for the protected values in the population before (or, u2) is processed, after (u,, u2) 
is processed and after (u,, us) is processed, respectively. Suppose s, E [!!?, *], 
S2E L-*9 *I, S3E [*,‘I. 
Then ur + u2 E [MZN(s,) - MAX(s,), MAX(s,) - MZN(s,)], 
and a2 + u3 E [MZZV(s,) - AJAY( MAX(s,) - MZZV(s,)]. 
571/40/3-9 
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Note that it is not possible for both edges (u,, u2) and (u,, u3) to have tight bounds. 
That is, if s2 E [I!!, *] then u2 + u3 E [I”, *], but (u,, u2) does not have a tight bound. 
Similarly, if s2 E [*, I*] then u1 + USE [*, Ir], but (u,, uj) does not have a tight 
bound. Thus, the cycle C can not satisfy condition (2). However, (ul, u2) and 
(uz, u3) can be considered as an m-edge (ul, u3) where u3 is deleted. Since s1 and s3 
are the rounded responses to the SUM query before and after (u,, u3) is processed, 
we have 
u, - u, E [MZN(s,) - MAX(s,), MAX(s,) - MZzv(s,)] = [*, r]. 
Since (u,, u3) has a tight upper bound, the resulting cycle may satisfy the condi- 
tion (2) stated in Lemma 3.5. 
DEFINITION. Two edges (vi, uj)(uj, uk) in a cycle in the update graph can be 
replaced by an edge (vi, uk) which has a tight bound if at least one of the edges 
does not have a tight bound, and no tuples are processed between the tuples corre- 
sponding to (ui, uj) and (vi, uk). This reduction is called an edge reduction. 
For example, consider the update sequence (ui,, ui), (u;‘, vi), (ufj vi), (ui, vi). Let 
s1 be the rounded response to the SUM query before (vi, u2) is processed, sz be the 
response after (vi, uJ is processed, etc. Let s1 E [?, *], SUE [*, !!I, and si does not 
have a tight upper bound, 2 6 i < 4. Then the above (i, m, m, m) edges can be trans- 
formed into one U m-edge (u, , us). Please note that, in the update sequence 
no other tuples must interfere, i.e., the update sequence should contain the exact 
subsequence as above. Thus, checking for and detecting edge reductions can be 
performed in time linear to the length of the update sequence. 
We now show that if there is no cycle in the update graph satisfying the condi- 
tions stated in Lemma 3.5 and if no such cycle can be obtained by edge reductions 
then the knowledge of a protected value does not lead to compromise. 
THEOREM 3.2. Given an update graph in which no edge reductions are possible, the 
knowledge of ui leads to the compromise of uj, i# j, iff 
(1) ui and uj are in the same cycle C, and 
(2) all d edges in C are U (L) type edges and all other edges in C are L (U) 
type edges. 
Proof: If-part is from Lemma 3.5. For the only if-part, assume (1) does not 
hold. Then since there is at most one path from uj to uj, at most one tight bound 
for uj can be obtained; so uj can not be compromised. Suppose (1) holds, but (2) 
does not. Then either there is an edge in C without a tight bound or there is at least 
one d-edge and an m- or i-edge having the same type (U or L) of tight bounds. In 
the former case, it is straightforward to show that two tight bounds can not be 
found for uj using the edges of C; and since users can derive information only from 
the edges of update graph and no edge reductions are possible, uj can not be com- 
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promised. In the latter case, there exist two adjacent edges e,, and e2 satisfying one 
of the following three conditions: 
(a) One of them is a d-edge, and both of them have the same type of tight 
bounds, or 
(b) One of them is an i-edge and the other is an m-edge and they have 
different types of tight bounds, or 
(c) Both of them are m-edges and have different types of tight bounds. 
For simplicity, we consider only case (a) below. Other cases can be proved using 
the same arguments. Let (ok, u,) be an (L, m) edge and (us, u,) be an (L, d) edge, 
(see Fig. 3). 
Case 1. u,#vi. 
(i) us#"j. 
If uk # vi # v, then from Lemma 3.4 and rule C2-(b), it is not possible to obtain 
a tight upper bound for v,. Since a tight bound for v, can be obtained using (u,, u,) 
only when u, has a tight upper bound (by Lemma 3.4 and rule Cl-(b)), no tight 
bound can be obtained for vl, when (us, u,) is traversed from u, to u,. Using the 
same arguments, it follows that no tight bound can be obtained for ok also when 
(uk, u,) is traversed from v, to ok. Since, for compromise, (ok, v,)(vs, 0,) must be 
used in one of the two paths from vi to vi, one of the two bounds found for vI can 
not be tight. Thus, uj can not be compromised. 
If vi = vk, then from Lemma 3.3, a tight lower bound can be obtained for v,. 
However, from Lemma 3.4 and rule Cl-(b), no tight bound can be found for u,. 
Similarly, if vi = ut, we can also show that no tight bound can be found for vk. 
Therefore, in either case, one of the two bounds of uj can not be tight. Thus u, can 
not be compromised. 
(ii) u,=v. J’ 
If uk#vi#uz, then from Lemma 3.4 and rule C2-(b), we can find a tight lower 




FIGURE 3. Illustration of Theorem 3.2. 
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Cl-(b), we find a tight lower bound for vj only when traversing from v, to vi. Thus 
vj can not be compromised. 
If vi= vk, then from Lemma 3.3, a tight lower bound for vi can be obtained. 
However, from Lemma 3.4 and rule Cl-(b), we can find a tight lower bound for vj 
only when traversing from o, to vj. Thus vj can not be compromised. Similarly, we 
can show that vi can not be compromised when vi = v,. 
Case 2. v,=ui. 
From Lemma 3.3, a tight upper bound for rk and a tight lower bound for u, can 
be obtained. Now consider the two paths from ui(v,) to vj. Observe from rules Cl, 
C2 and C3 that if tight bounds are to be propogated in a path, then an m-edge will 
preserve the type of tight bounds but an i- or d-edge will change the type of tight 
bounds. Also, from Lemma 3.2, the paths from u, to vi and from vk to vj will 
experience different number of i- and d-edges, i.e., one is odd and the other is even. 
Therefore, at vj, we can only obtain the same type of tight bounds from the two 
paths, and thus vj can not be compromised. Q.E.D. 
Thus the extra protection of updated individuals provided by rounding is very 
sensitive to users’ a priori knowledge, and compromise due to the knowledge of a 
single protected value is possible even when we round SUM query responses. 
However, with the assumption that the query responses distribute equally likely 
over [kb, (k + l)b] for some k, it is easy to prove that the probability of conditions 
(1) and (2) occurring together is very low. Next we turn our attention to rounding 
both SUM and COUNT query responses in a complete generalization hierarchy. 
4. STRUCTURAL INFERENCES IN A TREE-ORGANIZED HIERARCHY 
In this section, we protect both SUM and COUNT query responses by rounding, 
and investigate compromise in a tree hierarchy (i.e., tree-organized generalization 
hierarchy). There are two reasons for protecting COUNT query responses (in addi- 
tion to protecting SUM query responses and protected attribute values of 
individuals in populations). First, as seen in Section 3, the knowledge of even a 
single protected attribute value may lead to compromise if COUNT query respon- 
ses are not protected (i.e., users can ask queries just before and after a pair-update). 
Second, in a tree-organized generalization hierarchy, there are additional structural 
(see Section 4.1) and dynamic (see Section 6) inferences that may ultimately 
compromise protected attribute values of static individuals. 
Since we now protect both SUM query responses, SUM(P,), and COUNT query 
responses, COUNT(P,), for each population P, in the hierarchy, we extend the 
definition of compromise, and say that the SDB is compromised (or compromise 
occurs) when users deduce SUM(P,) or COUNT(P,) for some Pi, or v.~ for some 
individual rj in the SDB. 
Since both SUM and COUNT query responses are rounded, the analysis in the 
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rest of the paper is identical for both SUM and COUNT queries, and we only use 
the term “query response wi” (which may be interpreted as either a SUM query 
response or a COUNT query response). 
We now introduce some terminology. The query response wi of a population P, 
is rounded to si using an odd positive rounding base b,. We use si=mibi where 
mi E I, I is the set of integers. Given si of Pi, users can infer a range for wi, i.e., 
W,E [hIIN( MAX(P,)]. We call [MZN(P,), MAX(P,)] the range of P;, and 
cl;= (MAX(P,)-AfIN( the range size of Pi. We define ai and al’ as 
a,! = MAX(P,) - wi, a(’ = wi - MZN(P;). We say that compromise occurs when 
MAX(P,) = MZN(P,) = wi (or, equivalently, cli = 0) for some Pi. 
Although our results in this section are derived based on the assumption that the 
protection domain is the set of integers, some of the results (Lemmas 4.1-4.4, 
4.8-4.10) can be applied to the protection domain with positive integers. For 
applying all the results in this section to the protection domain with positive 
integers, we must restrict the protection values for each population Pi to be greater 
than (bi- 1)/2. 
4.1 Basic Range Reductions 
Consider a two-level tree hierarchy in which PO is decomposed into Pi, 1~ i < n, 
as shown in Fig. 4. We define the following four types of basic range reductions that 
may further reduce ranges of populations. 
j=n j=n 
Rl : c MAA’ < MAA’ implies MAX(P,) t 1 MAX(P,) 
j=l j=l 
j=n 








R3 : 1 MZN( Pj) > MZN( PO) implies MZN( P,) t 1 MZN( Pi) 
j=l j=l 
j=n 




AfAX + MAA’( 1 MZN(P,) 
j=l 
j#i 
where c denotes the assignment operator. We call Rl and R3 reductions up- 
reductions, and R2 and R4 reductions down-reductions. 
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PO 
A 
PI Pz... P, 
FIGURE 4. A Two-Level Tree Hierarchy 
EXAMPLE 7. Consider only EMPLOYEE and its decomposition into MAIN- 
TENANCE, MANAGEMENT and PILOT in Fig. 1. Assume that total sums of 
salaries for MAINTENANCE, MANAGEMENT, and PILOT are 207, 307 and 
507 (in thousands of dollars), and that the rounding base b is 5. Therefore users 
(a) get the responses that sum-salaries of EMPLOYEE, MAINTENANCE, 
MANAGEMENT and PILOT are 1020, 205, 305, and 505 respectively, and (b) 
learn that ranges for sum-salaries of EMPLOYEE, MAINTENANCE, MANAGE- 
MENT and PILOT are [1018,1022], [203,207], [303,307] and [503,507] 
respectively. Moreover, 
(a) Rl-reduction applies, i.e., 
MAX(EMPLOYEE) c (MAX(MAINTENANCE) 
+ MAX(MANAGEMENT) + MAX(PILOT)) 
or 
MAX(EMPLOYEE) = 207 + 307 + 507 = 1021 
(b) RZreduction applies to each of MAINTENANCE, MANAGEMENT 
and PILOT, i.e., 
MIN( MAINTENANCE) +- MIN( EMPLOYEE) 
- (MAX( MANAGEMENT) + MAX( PILOT)) or 
MZN( MAINTENANCE) = 1018 - (307 + 507) = 204. Similarly, 
A4IN( MANAGEMENT) = 304 and 
MIN( PILOT) = 504 
(c) R3 and R4 reductions do not apply. 
In other words, we conclude that ranges for EMPLOYEE, MAINTENANCE, 
MANAGEMENT and PILOT are [1018, 10211, [204,207], [304,307], 
[ 504, 5071 respectively. 
In the rest of the paper, we consider compromise only due to Rl-R4 range reduc- 
tions. In the absence of any a priori knowledge about wi’s we think that this restric- 
tion is reasonable. Please note that we assume a dynamic environment. Therefore, 
the simple way of choosing rounding bases using the current wi’s to eliminate 
Rl-R4 range reductions does not eliminate compromise since later on w,‘s change 
when updates occur. We say that a generalization hierarchy is stable if no further 
range reductions can be done on it. 
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4.2 Two Level Tree Hierarchy 
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We first consider a simple case where the generalization hierarchy is a two level 
tree as shown in Fig. 4, and the rounding base bi is used for each population Pi. 
4.2.1 Compromise Analysis 
Using Lemmas 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3, we first derive a 
tion for compromise (specified in Lemma 4.4). 
necessary and sufficient condi- 
LEMMA 4.1. Consider Fig. 4. Let cli be the range size of Pi, 0 d i < n, (note that 
cli is not necessarily equal to bi - 1) and MAX( P,) d xi 11 MAX( Pi) and MZN( P,) > 
CjI; MZN(P,). Apply down-reductions on Pi, 1 < i < n, and we have 
(1) R2 at Pi and R4 at Pi, 1~ i, j < n, i # j, do not occur together. 
(2) No up-reduction is possible after a down-reductions has been executed. 
(3) Down-reductions stop. 
(4) Let NEW(cr,) denotes the new cli value when down-reductions stop. Then we 
have NEW(cr,)>MZN{a,, cr,>, 1 <i<n. 
Proof. 
(1) Assume Pi has an R2-reduction, therefore we have 
j=n 
MZN’( Pi) + 1 MAX( Pj) = MZN( P,) 
j=l 
jfi 
where MZN’(P,) represents the new reduced MZN(P,) value. 
j # i, we have 
k=n 
Now, for arbitrary j, 
MZN’(Pi) + C MZN(Pk) + MAX(Pj) < MZN(P,) < MAX(P,) 
k=l 
r#k#i 
Therefore, no RCreductions occur at Pi, 1 < j < n, i # j. 
Similarly, assume Pi has an RCreduction, and we have 
j=n 
MAx’(Pi)+ C MZN(Pj)=MAX(P,) 
j=l 
J#i 
For arbitrary j, j# i, we have 
k=n 
MAx’(Pi) + C MAx(Pk) + MZN(Pj) > MAX(P,) > MZN(P,) 
k=l 
i#k#j 
Therefore, no RZreductions occur on P,, 1 < j < n, i # j. 
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(2) After an RZreduction on Pi, we have 
j=n /=” 
MZN’(P,) = MZN(P,) - c MAX(P,) or MZN’(P,) + C MAX(P,) = MIN(P,) 
j=l j= I 
IZf j#i 
Therefore, MZW( Pi) + C;: ;, i z i MZN( P,) < MZN( P,), and no R3-reduction occurs. 
Moreover no Rl-reduction is possible since MAX(Z’,), 1 <j< n, remains 
unchanged, and by the hypothesis, MAX(P,) < xi:; MAX(P,). Similarly, one can 
show that after an RCreduction on Pi, Rl- and R3-reductions are not possible. 
(3) From (2), since no up-reductions occur during down-reductions, 
MAX(P,) and MZN(P,) remain unchanged. Also, ai, 1 < i < n, is finite. Therefore, 
as down-reductions continue, eventually we have 
,=n 
and 




MzN(P,)+ 1 MAX(Pj)a4ZN(P,), 1 <i<n 
j= I 
ifi 
That is, down-reductions stop. 
(4) [Case 11: If Pi has no reductions, then NEW’(a,) = cli. 
[Case 21: If Pi has an R2-reduction, then 
NEW(cl,) = MAX(P’) - MAX(P,) 
[ 
j=n 
= MAX(P,) - MZN(P,) - 1 MAX(P,) 
i=l 1 
= c MAX(P,)-MZN(P,) 
i= 1 
2 MAX( PO) - MZN( P,) = Lx0 
(Note that from (1) MAA’( 1 < j < n, j # i, remains unchanged) 
[Case 31: If Pi has an RCreduction, then 
zVEW(cli) = hIAX’( MZN(P,) 
[ 
j=n 
= MAX(P,)- c MZAqP,) -MZN(P,) 
j=l 1 j#i 
i=n 
=MAX(P,)- 1 MZN(P,) 
1=1 
>, MAX( P()) - MZN( P,) = a, 
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[Case 41: If Pi has R2 and R6reductionq then 





= MAX(P,)- 1 MZN(P,) - MZN(P,)- c MAX(P,) 
j= 1 j=l 1 
j#r j#i 
j=n 
= jTo ‘i 3 ‘0 
.i#i 
From the above four cases, NEW(q) 2 MN{ tlj, cc,}, 1 < i < n. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.2. Consider Fig. 4. After applying an up-reduction on PO and then doivn- 
reductions on Pi, 1 < id n, the two-level hierarchy becomes stable. 
Proof After applying an up-reduction on PO, we have 
i=n ;=!I 
MAx’(P,) < c MAX(P,) and MZN’(P,) 2 c iWIN 
i=l i=l 
Then from Lemma 4.1, after down-reductions on Pi, 1 6 i< n, no up-reduction is 
possible during or after the down-reductions, and down-reductions stop. That is, 
the two-level hierarchy becomes stable. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.3. Consider Fig. 4. After any sequence of basic range reductions, each 
population in the two-level hierarchy has a range size greater than or equal to the 
corresponding range size obtained by applying first an up-reduction and then down- 
reductions. 
Proof By a straightforward induction on the number of basic range reductions. 
LEMMA 4.4. Consider Fig. 4. Compromise occurs due to Rl-R4 range reductions 
tff at least one of the following two conditions hold. 
i=n 
MZN(P,) = 1 MAX( Pi) (1) 
MAX(P,) = -2. MZN(P;) (2) 
i=l 
Proof: 
( < = ) Directly follows from Rl-R4 reductions. 
( = > ) Let tli > 0, 0 < i < n. Assume compromise occurs using Rl-R4 reduc- 
tions and MZN( PO) # Cj 2 ; MAX( Pi) and MAX( PO) # Cj I ; MZN( Pi). Then after 
performing an up-reduction on PO, we have MAX’( PO) < Cjz; MAX( P,), and 
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MZN’(P,) > Cj:; MZN(P,), and NEW(rx,) > 0. Now apply down-reduction on Pi, 
1 < idn. By Lemma 4.2, the two-level hierarchy becomes stable. Also, by 
Lemma 4.1.(4), NEW(aJ > 0, 1 < id n, that is, no compromise occurs, a contradic- 
tion. If we change the reduction sequence, by Lemma 4.3, we still obtain ai > 0, 
0 < i Q n, a contradiction. Thus the lemma holds. Q.E.D. 
Consider Fig. 4. We say that a critical u&e (CV-) condition holds in a two-level 
tree hierarchy when, for all Pi, either MAX(P,) = wi or, AYIN = wi, 1 < i 6 n. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Consider Fig. 4. If CV-condition does not hold then compromise 
due to Rl-R4 range reductions does not occur. 
Proof: Assume CV-condition does not hold, i.e., 
i=n 





MZAqP,)< 1 w, and MAX( 1 wi 
i= I i=l 
I=” i=n j=n 
MZN(P,) < 1 Wi+ 1 a( = 1 MAX(Pi) 
i= I i=l i=l 
and 
I=” i=n i=n 
MAX(P,)> 1 wi- 1 a:= C MZfV(P,) 
i= 1 i= I i= I 
By Lemma 4.4, compromise does not occur. 
Next, we relate compromise to the rounding bases of populations. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.1. Consider Fig. 4. Let L = xi=“, (bi- 1)/2 and g = g.c.d.(b,), 
0 <i< n, where g.c.d. denotes greatest common divisor. If g does not divide L then 
compromise due to Rl-R4 range reductions does not occur. 
Proof: We first state a result, called result *, from Number Theory. Consider the 
equation C’,:F aixi = c, k > 2. Let d = g.c.d.(a,), 1 < i < k. The equation has integer 
solutions for xi’s iff d Jc (i.e., d divides c) [12]. Assume g does not divide L. 
Rewriting (1) we have, for arbitrary integer mi, 
m,bo-yciC (mibi+y) 
i=l 
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or 
i=n ‘=“b.-- 1 
m,b,- 1 m,bi= 1 +=L 
i=l i=O 
(3) 
Similarly, rewriting (2) we have for arbitrary integers m, 
i=n ;=“b.- 1 
mob,- c mibi= - c y= -L 
i= I 1=0 
But, from result *, if g does not divide L then integer solutions for mi’s do not exist 
both for (3) and (4). That is, for any combination of protected values wi’s, both (1) 
and (2) can not hold, and by Lemma 4.4, compromise is not possible. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 4.1 gives a way of finding rounding bases that eliminates compromise. 
However, in some cases, compromise may not be possible, but a certain reduced 
range size tli may become so small after basic range reductions that it is ineffective 
for protecting wi. Next we discuss preventing basic range reductions. 
4.2.2 Range Reduction Ananlysis 
Below we state that it is necessary to have identical hi’s in a two-level tree 
hierarchy if basic range reductions are to be avoided completely. 
LEMMA 4.5. Consider Fig. 4. Zf bi # bj f or some i, j, 0 < i, j < n, then there exist 
basic range reductions for some combinations of wi values. 
Proof: By construction. Let wi = m,b, + (bi - l/2), 1 < i < n, (i.e., a,! = 0), mi E I. 
Then, wo=C’,z; (mibi+ (bi- 1)/2). Since &30, we have MAX(P,) > 
xi:; (mibi+ (bi- 1)/2). When & > 0, Rl reduction occurs and the lemma holds. 
Assume c& = 0, i.e., MAX(P,) = xi:: (m,b, + (bi - 1)/2). Now, if any one of R2, R3 
and R4 occurs, the lemma holds; otherwise it is easy to see that b, > b,, 1 < i < n. 
Since bi # bj for some i, j, 0 < i, j< n, we can choose a P,, 1 d j< n, such that 













i.e., Rl occurs, and the lemma holds. Q.E.D. 
Lemma 4.6 below gives a necessary and sufficient condition for range reductions 
to occur if bo>bi, 1 <i<n. 
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LEMMA 4.6. Consider Fig. 4. Assume b, > bi, 1 Q ib n. Then there are no 
basic range reductions (in any Pi) iff (a) xi:; MAX(P,) >, MAX(P,) and 
(b) xi=; MIN(P,) 6 MZN(P,) 
ProofI Straightforward and omitted. Q.E.D. 
We are now ready to give a necessary and sufficient condition that eliminates 
basic range reductions for any Pi, 0 < i < n. 
THEOREM 4.2. Consider Fig. 4. There are no basic range reductions for any com- 
bination of wi values iff bi = b = (n - 1)/y, 0 6 id n, y, b E I. 
Proof: 
( = > ) Assume b, # b, for some i, j, 0 6 i, j Q n. Then, from Lemma 4.5, basic 
range reductions occur. Now assume bi= b for all i, 0 < id n and b # (n - 1)/y 
where y = (n - 1)/c, y, c E I (i.e., y divides (n - 1)). By construction, we now show 
that range reductions occur for certain w, values. Let wi = mi + (b - 1)/2, 1~ i < n. 
Since ~$20, we have MAX(P,)>CjI’f (m,b+(b- 1)/2). When c$>O, Rl reduc- 
tion occurs and the theorem holds. By contradiction, we show below that crb = 0 is 








b=-- where y=(n- 1)-2(m,-k) 
Y 
This contradicts that b # (n - 1)/y and the theorem holds. 
(< = ) We will show that conditions (a) and (b) of Lemma 4.6 hold and, 






b-l b-l i=n 
k,b+n.T>mob+T where k,= C mi 
i=l 
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or 
or 












k,b+F3m,b+F where k,=k,+y.c 
But k, > m, since otherwise 
i=n 
or 




MZN(P0) + (b - 1) - 1 MAX(P,) 2 b 
i= 1 
i=n 
MZN(P0) - c MAX(P,) b 1 
i= 1 
which is clearly impossible. Validity of (b) in Lemma 4.6 is shown similarly and 
omitted. Thus the theorem holds. Q.E.D. 
4.3 Rounding Bases In Tree Hierarchies 
In this section, we consider a generalization hierarchy that has a tree structure. 
For example, in Fig. 1, the generalization hierarchy with root FLIGHT forms a tree 
with two levels. From now on, for simplicity we will use the term tree hierarchy (or 
tree) to denote a tree-organized generalization hierarchy. 
In a tree hierarchy, each node and its immediate descendants may be considered 
as a two-level tree hierarchy. Since each node may have different number of 
immediate ascendants, from Theorem 4.2, it is not possible to find a single rounding 
base for all populations in the tree that prevents all basic range reductions. 
Therefore, we now turn our attention to finding rounding bases that allow range 
reductions, but guarantee a minimum range size for each population. 
First, let’s consider a simple case where the tree is a two-level one. The proof of 
Lemma 4.7 below also illustrates the intuition behind our approach. 
LEMMA 4.7. Consider Fig. 4. Let t E I, p, ci E N,. ci is odd, 0 < i < n. Choose an odd 
positive integer L such that 
L=n+l +W+O i=n 
K-2t 
where O<l<L--/l and K= 1 ci 
i=O 
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Let bi= L .c,, 06 idn. Then txi>fl, 0 < i<n, after any number of basic range 
reductions. 
Proof. Given any mi, 1 < i Q n (m,b, is the rounded response of population Pi) 
if there exists no m, satisfying any of the equations in (5) and (6) below then the 
range reductions (due to Rl, R2, R3 and R4) produce a range size lower bound p 
for any Pi. 
( 
;=?I 
i.e., MZN(P,) = 1 MAX(P,) 









i.e., MZN(P,) + (fi - 1) = C MAX(Pi) 
i= I > 





i.e., MAX(P,) = C MZN(P,) 
i= 1 > 
( 
i=n 
i.e., MAX( PO) - 1 = C MZN( Pi) 
r=l > 







i.e.,MAX(P,)-(b-l)= C MZN(Pi) 
r=l > 
(due to R3, R4 reductions) 
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Modifying (5) and (6) gives 
i=n i=nb.- 1 
mob,- 1 mibi= 1 y 
i= 1 i=O 
i=n i=“b.- 1 
mob,- 1 mibi= 1 y-1 
i= 1 i=O 
(7) 
i=n i’nb.-1 
mob,- 1 mibi= 1 +--(p-1) 
i= 1 i=O 
and 
,=n i=” b.- 1 
mob,- c mibi= - c -$-- 
i=l i=O 
i=n i=” b_- 1 
mob,- 1 mibi= - x 2+1 
i=l ,=O 
(8) 
i=n i=” b.- 1 
mob,- 1 mibi= - 1 *+(/I-l) 
i=l i=o 
If we choose bi, 0 6 i 6 n, such that g.c.d.(b,) = L, 0 < i < n, and the right hand side 
of any equation in (7) and (8) are not divisible by L then, from result * in 
Theorem 4.1, no integer m, satisfying any equation in (7) and (8) exists. To satisfy 
this condition, we have 
L > MOD, 
Thus, for O<l<L--/?, 







2-y=t.L+/?+l since bi=L.ci 
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or 
L = n + 1 + 38 + 1) i=n 
K-2t 
where K = c ci 
i=O 
Q.E.D. 
The theorem below describes a simple procedure to assign rounding bases to 
populations such that a lower bound /I on range sizes are guaranteed. 
THEOREM 4.3. Consider Fig. 4. Let fl E N. Choose an odd positive integer L such 
that 
i 
2b+n+l when n is even 
Lk B+? 
when n is odd 
and let bi = ci. L, 0 < i < n, where ci’s are odd positive integers. Then the range size 
of any population is at least as large as j after any number of basic range reductions. 
Proof From Lemma 4.7, choosing L as 
L=n+l+W+l) i=n 
K-2t 
tEI,O<l<L-fl,K= c c, 
i=O 
(9) 
guarantees a minimum range size /I for any population. We consider the following 
cases: 
(a) n is even: For arbitrarily chosen ci’s, choose t such that K- 2t = 1. Since 
K is odd, such t always exists. Now equation (9) becomes L = n + 1 + 2(/? + 1). Now 
choose 1= 0, and we have L = n + 1 f 2p. 
(b) n is odd: For arbitrarily chosen ci’s, choose t such that K- 2t = 2. Such 
t always exists since K now is even. Thus equation (9) becomes L = (n + 1)/2 + 
(p+1).LetI=OandwehaveL=(n+1)/2+fi. Q.E.D. 
Based on these results, we now state a procedure, called CHOOSE, that finds 
rounding bases for populations in a tree T with n, denoting the number of 
in T, and fl denoting the required minimum range size for each population. 
Procedure CHOOSE(T, j?) 
begin 
Choose an odd positive integer L such that L > 28 + n, + 1; 
For each population P, in the tree, choose the rounding base b, as cd. L 




The rest of this section proves that CHOOSE indeed guarantees the minimum 
range size of p for each population. To show this, we aim at finding a stable tree 
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FIGURE 5. 
hierarchy such that the range sizes of its populations all have the lower bound /I. 
Then we prove that any possible sequence of basic range reductions will result in 
range sizes greater or equal to those range sizes in the above hierarchy. 
LEMMA 4.8. Consider the tree hierarchy in Fig. 5. Zf populations Q,, Q2, . . . . Q, do 
not cause an up-reduction on population Pi, and populations P,, P,, . . . . P, do not 
cause an up-reduction on population R, then P,, P,, . . . . Pi_ r, Q,, . . . . Q,,,, Pi+, , . . . . P, 
do not cause any up-reduction on R. 
Proof No up-reduction on Pi implies 
I=nI ,=??I 
(a) C MANQt) > MAJf(f’i) and (b) c MWQ,) d MIN(Pi) 
I=1 1=1 
No up-reduction on R implies 
,=n r=n 
(c) 1 MAX(P,) 2 MAX(R) and (d) 1 MZN(P,) < MN(R) 
r=1 t=1 
From (a) and (c), we have C:r~MAX(Q,)+C:~;,,.iMAX(P,)~MAX(R). From 
(b) and (d), we have, C:I~MZ~(Q,)+C:l;,,,iMZ~(P,)6MZ~(R). Therefore, 
the lemma holds. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.9. Consider the tree hierarchy in Fig. 5. Zf R, PI, P,, . . . . Pi_, ,  
pi+ 13 .*a) P, do not cause a down-reduction on Pi, and Pi, Q,, . . . . Q,_ 1, Q,+, , . . . . Q, 
do not cause a down-reduction on Qj, then R, P,, P,, . . . . PipI, Q,, Q,, . . . . Q,-,, 
Qj+l,..., Qm, Pi+,,.**, P, do not cause any down-reduction on Q,. 
Proof Similar to Lemma 4.8 and omitted. 
LEMMA 4.10. Consider a tree hierarchy. After sequentially applying up-reductions 
from bottom (the lowest level) populations to the top (root) populations, and then 
down-reductions from top to bottom, the entire tree hierarchy is stable. 
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pi,O 
dn i+l.l pi+l2 *-*-** pi+l* 
ProoJ Assume bottom-to-top 
reductions from top to bottom. 
up-reductions are done. Consider now down- 
If we prove that each consecutive two-level 
hierarchy within the tree is stable after the down-reduction is performed on it, then 
from lemmas 4.8 and 4.9 we know that the entire tree is stable. Consider a typical 
two-level hierarchy as shown in Fig. 6. Assume up-reductions are done on the tree 
hierarchy, and down-reductions are done from root to Pi,,. Then we have 
FIGURE 6. 
j=n j=n 
MAX(P,,)< C MAX(P,+i,j) and MM(P,,)> 1 MIN(P,+i,j) 1 <jGn 
j=l j=l 
By Lemma 4.2, down-reductions on Pi+ ,, j, 1 6 j< n, create a two-level stable 
hierarchy, and thus the lemma holds. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.11. Consider a tree hierarchy with rounding bases obtained by CHOOSE. 
After applying up-reductions from bottom to top,’ every population has a range size of 
at least /I. 
Proof By induction on the levels of the tree. 
For any leaf population P, its rounding base is chosen as cii s L, where cij is an 
odd positive integer and L > 28 + n, + 1. Therefore the range size of P is greater 
than a. 
Assume the range size of populations on level (i + 1) are greater than or equal 
to /I. Now, we examine the up-reduction on a population on level i. Using Fig. 6, 
assume Pi0 is on leveli and Pi+1,1,Pi+1,2 ,..., Pi+,+ are on level (i+l). We 
consider the four possible relationships below: 
j=n j=n 
(a) 1 MAx(P,+ 1.j) 3 MAX(Pc,,) and 1 MzN(Pi+ I,j) G MzN(pi,O) 
j=l j=l 
In this case, no up-reduction will occur on Pi,O, therefore tLi,o 2 fl. 
j=n j=n 
(b) C MAx(Pi+ 1.j) < MAx(P.0) and 1 MzN(pi+l,j)>MzN(pi,O) 
j= 1 j= 1 
In this case, the reduced range size ai,o of Pi,, is equal to C;:,” MAX(P,+,,j)- 
C,‘~;MZN(Pi+,,j)~n/3. 
j=n j=n 
(C) 1 MAx(Pi+,,j)<MAx(Pi,O) and C MzN(pi+ 1, j) G MzN(pi,O) 
j= I j=l 
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If, for all j, MAX(P,+ l,j ) is the original value, i.e., they have not changed due to 
the lower level up-reductions, then consider the Pi.0, Pi+ 1,1, . . . . Pi+ I,n two-level 
hierarchy. Since L is chosen as L 2 28 + n, + 1 and the number of branches n of this 
two-level hierarchy is less than n,, by Theorem 4.3, we have cLi,o> 8. If 
MAx(pi+ 1, jh f or some j’s, 1 i j < n, have changed due to lower level up-reduc- 
tions, we can trace the changes down to the lower levels and abstract a two-level 
hierarchy rooted at Pi,, and C, MAX(P) = c!:; MAX(P,+ I,i), where P’s are the 
sons of this abstracted hierarchy. Because the number of P’s, i.e., the number of 
branches of the abstracted hierarchy, is less than n,, by Theorem 4.3, P,,, has a 
range size of at least b. 
/=” ,=?I 
(d) 1 MAx(P,+ 1.j) 2 MAx(P.0) and 1 MzN(p,+ I. j)>MzN(pi,O) 
j= 1 j= 1 
In this case, the proof is similar to (c) and is omitted. 
Thus, the lemma holds. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.4. Consider a tree hierarchy with rounding bases obtained by the 
procedure CHOOSE. After applying up-reductions from bottom to top, and then 
applying down-reductions from top to bottom, each population in the tree hierarchy 
has a range size of at least B and the entire tree hierarchy is stable. 
Proof: Stability of the hierarchy is from Lemma 4.10. From Lemma 4.11, after 
up-reductions, each population has a minimum range size p. To prove the theorem, 
we apply an induction on the level of the tree from root to leaves. 
From Lemma 4.11, the root population has a minimum range size /?. Assume 
populations on level i have a minimum range size /I. Consider the two-level 
hierarchy shown in Fig. 6. Since we have performed up-reductions on this two-level 
hierarchy, we have 
j=n j=n 
MAX(P,O) G C MAx(P;+ 1.j) and MZNlpi,O) 2 C MzN(pi+ 1.j) 
j=l j=l 
By Lemma 4.1, 
NEW(ai+ I,,) 2 MzN{ai+ 1.19 ai.O> 1 djdn 
Since CX~,~ 2 /3 (by induction hypothesis) and CI. ,+l,j>/I (by Lemma4.11), we have 
NEW(a,+ 1, j) 2 B, 1 <jG n, and the theorem holds. Q.E.D. 
Finally, it is easy to prove that a given tree hierarchy is always reduced to a 
unique stable hierarchy regardless of the order of basic range reductions. 
THEOREM 4.5. Consider a tree hierarchy having rounding bases obtained by the 
procedure CHOOSE. After any sequence of basic range reductions, each population 
in the hierarchy has a range size of at least p. 
Proof: By a straightforward induction on the number of basic range reductions. 
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4.4 Multiple Cluster Tree Hierarchy 
As an extension of Sec. 4.3, we now consider another type of tree hierarchies in 
which each population may be decomposed into several clusters as shown in Fig. 7. 
Consider a simple case first. Fig. 8 below shows population P, decomposed into 
two clusters, S and T. 
Consider the following definitions. 
i=m 
A = c MAX(P,,) - MZN(P,) 
i=l 
i=m 
B = MAX(P,) - c MZN(P,,) 
i= 1 
,=n 
c= 1 MAx(P,j)-MzN(P,) 
J=l 
,=?I 
D = MAX(P,) - c MZN(Pzj) 
j=l 
;=??I J=" 
E = 1 MAX(P,,) - C MZN(P,,-) 
1=l /=I 
j=n i=m 
F= 1 MAX(P,,)- c MZN(P,,) 
j=l i=l 
Procedure CHOOSE in Sec. 4.3 makes A, B, C and D greater than or equal to j?, 
therefore every population in a tree (with single cluster) has a range size lower 
bound /?. That is, in a single cluster tree, we need to consider only range boundary 
relationships among parant and son nodes of a tree. But in a multiple-cluster case, 
range reductions may come from the interactions of different clusters. Therefore, we 
must also take into account the values of E and F. To obtain a range lower bound 
/?, E and F must also be greater than or equal to p. Using the same arguments as 
in Lemma 4.7, one can prove the following lemma. 
FIGURE 7. A Multiple Cluster Tree Hierarchy 
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PO 
FIGURE 8. A Two Cluster T ee 
LEMMA 4.12. Consider Fig. 8. Choose an odd positive integer L such that L > 
2~+m+nandletbO=c,~L,b,i=c,i.Landb,j=c,j~L, l<i<m, l<jGn,where 
cO, cIi’s and cZj’s are odd positive integers. Then aO, ali and ay, 1 < i6m, 1 < j<n; 
are all greater than or equal to /I, after any number of basic range reductions. 
We now modify the procedure CHOOSE such that it applies to the multiple- 
cluster case. By choosing only one cluster at each node, obtain two trees with the 
largest number of leaves m and n from the multiple-cluster tree. Modify L as 
Using the same arguments as in Sec. 4.3 and Lemma 4.12, one can prove the follow- 
ing corollary. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Consider a tree hierarchy with multiple clusters. Assume the 
rounding bases of populations are obtained by the modified CHOOSE procedure, then 
after any sequence of basic range reductions, each population in the hierarchy has a 
range size of at least fi. 
5. STRUCTURAL INFERENCES IN AN ARBITRARY GENERALIZATION HIERARCHY 
In previous sections, we have considered only tree-organized generalization 
hierarchies. In its most general form, a generalization hierarchy may be a directed 
acyclic graph (DAG) with, ignoring the directions of edges, cycles. This occurs 
when clusters in the hierarchy have common populations. Figure 9 illustrates a 
generalization hierarchy which is not a tree. There are four clusters, A, B, C and 
D in Fig. 9 and population P, belongs to clusters A and D thereby creating a cycle 
P,, P,, P, and P, (ignoring the directions of edges). 





M 2p3p4ps 2 
(a) (b) (cl 
FIGURE 10. Some Cycles in Generalization Hierarchies 
Unfortunately, cycles in the generalization hierarchy can create additional range 
reductions. Let us call up-down reductions in a hierarchy as sequentially apply all 
up-reductions from the lowest level to the root, and then sequentially applying all 
down-reductions from root to the lowest level. The proof of the following Lemma 
is in [20]. 
LEMMA 5.1. Consider Fig. 9. Let k + 1 < n < s cm. Up-down reductions can occur 
at most twice. Moreover, after reductions, for any Pi, 0 6 i < m, 
Similarly for all other types of cycles such as those in Fig. 10, one can show that 
after a fixed number of up-down reductions, range reductions come to an end. 
However in a generalization hierarchy with several cycles, reductions in one cycle 
may initiate new up-down reductions in another cycle, and the technique of 
Section 4 does not work. Clearly some additional restrictions are needed to utilize 
rounding in an arbitrary hierarchy. 
6. ITERATIVE RANGE REDUCTIONS 
When COUNT query responses are protected by rounding, updates should be 
processed at least in pairs. In this case, the techniques of Section 3 and 4 lead only 
to inferences about a range for the number of individuals newly incorporated into 
a population, and compromise is not possible. However when COUNT query 
responses are not rounded then there is yet another type of range reductions, called 
iterative range reductions, due to combinations of structural and dynamic inferences. 
We give an example. 
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EXAMPLE 8. Consider the two-level hierarchy below with n, = 4. We would like 
a minimum guaranteed range size /?= 6, and thus choose the rounding base 
b= 17=2*/?+nl+ 1. We have at time t, 
P, SUM query response: 76 
Range of P,: [60,76] 
A 
P1 p, p, p4 
Protected SUM 
query response w, : 19 
Range of Pi [9,25] [9,‘%, [9,l%] [9;;5] 
Assume that individuals are inserted and deleted at most once, and due to updates, 
w2, w3 and wq have changed. We now have at time t, 
P, SUM query response: 94 
Initial range of PO: 194, 1 lo] 
Range of P, after 
A 
Rl-R4 reductions: [94, 1001 
p, p, p, p4 
SUM query response wi: 19 25 25 
Initial range of P,: [9,25] [9,25] [9f:5, [9,25] 
Range of Pi after 
Rl-R4 reductions: [19,25] [19,25] [19,25] [19,25] 
Since P, has not changed, we infer that the range of P, at time to is [19,25]. Now 
assume that the individuals inserted into P2 between t, and t, are deleted (so w2 
is again 19); and due to insertions into P,, w1 is 25. Using Rl-R4 reductions leads 
to the conclusion that the range of P2 at time to is [ 19,251. In this way, the ranges 
of P3 and P, at time to may also deduced to be [ 19,251. Thus we have at time I, 
P, SUM query response: 76 
Range of P,: [60,76] 
p, p, p3 p4 
SUM query response w,: 19 
Revised range of Pi: [19,25] [ld,925] [ld,925, [l;,925, 
Now R3 and R4 reductions lead to the compromise of all wi, 0 < i < 4, values. 
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The compromise in Example 8 is due to the fact that users obtain different Pi 
ranges for the same state of population Pi at different times, and the intersection of 
these ranges may lead to compromise. We therefore conclude that COUNT query 
responses have to be protected in order to eliminate iterative range reductions. 
7. RANGE RESPONSE TECHNIQUE 
Because rounding suffers from the four basic range reductions and the iterative 
range reduction that are difficult to eliminate, we now introduce the range response 
technique, which in fact is a variation of rounding to overcome these problems. The 
general rules for the range response technique can be described as follows. 
For any population Pi in a directed acyclic graph (DAG) generalization 
hierarchy with the protected value wi, we first choose a positive integer b, called the 
range base, and then the query response for SUM (or COUNT) of Pi is 
i 
C(k- l)b, kbl if (k- l)b<wi<kb 
[(k - l)b, kb](down-assignment) 
Or if wi=kb 
[kb, (k + l)b](up-assignment) 
The range response technique is similar to Alagar’s “range response technique” 
[l], which is 
[kb,(k+l)b-l] if kb<wi<(k+l)b 
Alagar’s method still suffers from range reductions. Our method is different from 
Alagar’s in that the two boundary values must be multiples of b, and this is the key 
point to control the responses and to eliminate range reductions. 
Since the range response technique is a variation of rounding, if users do not like 
a range as a response and prefer a single value as an answer, then we can find a 
corresponding single value for our range response technique as described below: 
1. Choose an even positive number b. 
2. If (k-l)b<wickb then si=kb-b/2. 
3. If wi = kb then si = kb + b/2 or si = kb - b/2, where si is the rounded query 
response. 
It is easy to see that the above rounding technique is equivalent to the range 
response technique. We can also compare this rounding technique (or the range 
response technique) to controlled rounding [7]. Controlled rounding can be 
described as follows: 
1. Choose a rounding base b. 
2. If wi = kb then si = kb. 
3. If (k-l)b<wi<kb then si=kb or si=(k-1)b. 
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In [7], an algorithm is proposed to perform the step 3 so that sum of rounded 
statistics is equal to their rounded sum, and thus there is no range reductions. But 
the algorithm only works in one or two dimensional tables, it can not be used in 
our general case, i.e., the D-A model. Below we show that the range response 
technique eliminates the basic (Rl-R4) and iterative range reductions. 
7.1 Static Analysis 
We now introduce a method of assigning a range to each population in the SDB 
under a static situation, i.e., update operations are not considered. First consider a 
simple case where the generalization hierarchy is a two-level tree as shown in Fig. 4. 
LEMMA 7.1. Consider Fig. 4. Assume the range response technique is applied on 
the two-level hierarchy, then there are only two distinct basic range reductions (that 
also result in compromise) which occur when wi = k,b, 1 < i < n, ki E I, and either 
(a) AN Pi’s, 1 < i < n, have up-assignments, and P, has a down-assignment, or 
(b) All Pi’s, 1 < i < n, have down-assignments, and P, has an up-assignment. 
Proof Straightforward from the definitions of Rl-R4 reductions. 
A DAG generalization hierarchy may contain two special subhierarchies as 
shown in Fig. 11. 
Lemma 7.2 shows that both subhierarchies do not contribute to range reductions 
when each cluster has no range reductions. 
LEMMA 7.2. Consider Fig. 11. Assume the range response technique is applied on 
both of the two subhierarchies. Zf each cluster in Fig. Il.(a) and (b) does not have any 
basic range reductions, then the entire subhierarchy has no basic range reductions. 
Proof: Straightforward and omitted. 
(a) Common-Parent Construct (b) Common-Child Construct 
FIGURE 11. Special Constructs in a DAG Generalization Hierarchy 
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We now look at the problem of finding a range assignment for a generalization 
hierarchy such that no basic range reductions occur. First, consider the special case 
where the protected values of populations in the given generalization hierarchy are 
all multiples of b. 
THEOREM 7.1. Consider a generalization hierarchy with all protected values being 
multiples of b. Using up-assignments (or down-assignments) for all the protected 
values prevents any basic range reductions in the hierarchy. 
Proof Assume we use up-assignments. Since each population has an up-assign- 
ment, from Lemma 7.1, there exist no range reductions for each two-level tree. We 
now examine the interactions among these two-level trees. There are two types of 
interactions, i.e., vertical and horizontal. The vertical interaction means that range 
reductions propagate from the bottom (top) of the hierarchy to the top (bottom) 
of the hierarchy. The horizontal interaction represents those existing in a common- 
parent construct or a common-child construct as shown in Fig. 11, Since we already 
know that each two-level tree has no basic range reductions, from Lemma 4.8 
and 4.9, there are no range reductions due to vertical interactions. Also, from 
Lemma 7.2, there are no range reductions due to horizontal interactions. Thus the 
theorem holds. Q.E.D. 
An alternative to using always up-or always down-assignments in the whole 
hierarchy is to choose an up- or down-assignment for each population, such that 
no basic range reductions can occur. Therefore, we. define a fixed range assignment 
for a generalization hierarchy G as follows. Assume that each wi in G is a multiple 
of b, and choose an up- or down-assignment for Pi such that no basic range reduc- 
tions occur. From Theorem 7.1, for any hierarchy, there always exists a fixed range 
assignment which does not have any basic range reductions. 
We now look at the general case where wi is not necessarily a multiple of b. 
Procedure STATIC below assigns range responses to populations in a static DAG 
generalization hierarchy G. 
Procedure STATIC (G, b); 
Begin 
Find a fixed range assignment for G; 
For every population P, in G do 
if (k - 1)h < w, < kb then the range response for P, is [(k - l)b, kb] 
else use the same assignment (up- or down-assignment) as in the fixed range assignment for P, 
end. 
From the above discussions, we have 
LEMMA 7.3. Procedure STATIC eliminates any basic range reductions in a static 
DAG generalization hierarchy. 
Proof. Similar to Theorem 7.1 and omitted. 
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7.2 Dynamic Analysis 
We now consider the effectiveness of the range response technique in a dynamic 
environment with update operations. In Section 2, we have introduced some restric- 
tions about the update operations. Here, we release those restrictions, i.e., updates 
can be processed as many times as desired (condition (d) is dropped); and updates 
are processed one by one as they are requested. We now describe another proce- 
dure to assign range responses to a dynamic generalization hierarchy. A change set 
with respect to an update operation is defined as the collection of populations 
whose protected values have changed during the update operation. The parameters 
A and u in the procedure DYNAMIC represent the fixed range assignment for the 
hierarchy G and the update operation respectively. 
Procedure DYNAMIC (G, b, A, u); 
begin 
find the change set C of the update operation u; 
while C is not empty do 
begin 
select P, from C; 
if (k - 1)b < wi < kb fhen the range response for P, is [(k - l)b, kb] 




LEMMA 7.4. Procedure DYNAMIC does not cause any basic range reductions. 
ProoJ: Similar to Theorem 7.1 and omitted. 
Remark 7.1. Applying procedure STATIC and DYNAMIC on any generaliza- 
tion hierarchy of an SDB eliminates any basic and iterative range reductions. 
ProoJ From Lemmas 7.3 and 7.4, there are no basic range reductions. 
Moreover, since the range responses of those populations whose protected values 
are not changed during the update operation are the same, and since the same 
protected values always have the same range responses, no iterative range reduc- 
tions occur. Q.E.D. 
Let us now consider the inferences on the updated individuals’ protected values 
ui. Assume a population P, with the sum of protected values wj has an insertion of 
ui thus resulting in P,’ and w,! = wj + oi. One can then deduce a range for vi as 
VIE [MZN(P;)- MAX(P,), MAX(P;) - MZN(P,)] = [hIIN( MAX( 
with ai= (MAX(u,) -MZiV(oi)) = 2b. From the definition of the range response 
technique, it is easy to see that the intersection of ranges for ui obtained by inserting 
(or deleting) ui into several populations in the hierarchy gives at least ai = 26 if ui 
is a multiple of b, or ai = b otherwise. Therefore we conclude that the range 
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response technique also prevents the compromise of updated individuals and 
guarantees a minimum range size of b for the protected values of updated 
individuals, if users have no a priori knowledge about those updated individuals. 
We now list the advantages of the range response approach over rounding. 
1. COUNT queries can be answered with exact values. 
2. Individuals can be deleted and re-inserted any number of times. 
3. Update operations can be processed immediately. 
4. The range response technique eliminates any type of range reductions for 
populations. 
5. If users do not know the protected values of updated individuals, they can 
not infer protected values of other updated individuals. For these updated 
individuals, the smallest range size inferred by users is b. 
8. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we have developed techniques to prevent inferences in the 
generalization hierarchy of the D-A model due to Rl-R4 reductions in rounded 
query responses. Although these techniques are developed for SUM and COUNT 
queries, their extentions to other aggregation queries such as MAX, MIN, and 
AVERAGE are straightforward. 
Several researchers have addressed the range reduction problem in the applica- 
tion of rounding technique which, in many cases, will cause serious security 
problem to SDBs. But still, there has not been any effective methods proposed to 
overcome this problem. The most important contribution of this paper is solving 
the range reduction problem even under a dynamic environment (SDBs are allowed 
to have any kind of update operations). Another contribution is to characterize the 
situations where compromise due to range reductions will occur. 
We have proposed two methods to overcome the inference problem due to range 
reductions. The first one is called the minimum range size approach which allows 
range reductions, but guarantees a minimum range size after all possible range 
reductions. Note that there is no possibility of the minimum range size being “too 
small” since the method allows us to choose the minimum range size, and then 
produces the corresponding rounding bases. We generalize this approach so that it 
can be applied to SDBs having tree-organized D-A models. Since rounding is so 
commonly used for security, we think that these results can be utilized directly and 
without database management system changes. 
The second method is called the range response technique, which is a variation 
of rounding. In this approach, the query response is a range instead of a rounded 
value. This is our ultimate solution to the problem of range reduction, and it turns 
out to be an elegant and effective approach. First of all, it can be applied to any 
kind of generalization hierarchies of D-A model. Secondly, it eliminates basic, 
iterative and cyclic range reductions. 
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